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II.—Ort the Rmlioiiclinty of I.fml „n,l Other Mi'toh.

By I'm»KKsson .T. V. McI.kxxav wd \. K. PorxD.

(Read May 16. 1907.)

In a paptT in thr Phil. ilog. of Sq,ton.ber, 1!)07, Eve states thai
While mrestiffating tl.o natural ionization of air confined in ve^gels mado
of different inetnls. he found that 24 ions per cc. were generated per
econd when the receirers were made of copper, zinc, iron, and tinned
.ron, while Of? ions per ce. were regularly produced in air per jccond
when the confining vcs.iel: were made of lead.

The high conductivity of air contained in lead vessels has been
frequently noted hy other observers, but from Eve's results it would
appear either tha^ lead contains some active impurity from which other
metals are entire: ' free or else that lead possesses an intrinsic radiation
very much stronger than that exhibited by other metals.

The view that lead contains an active impurity is supported by a
description in the Phys. Zeit. of Isovember, 1906, of some experimenta
by Elster and Geitel in which they succeeded in extracting from lead
oxide small quantities of an active substance which from its char
acteristics they were inclined to think was radium F. In this pap?r
they state that they were unable to obtain any aeti^'e emanation from
the materials treated, and on this account they S'lggest that possibly
the source of the radium F. -m be- traced to tho presence of radium
D in the lead.

Since the decay period for radium B is fo-ty venra it would follow,
if the high activity of lead is due to the presence of this radium product,
that very old lead would exhibit an activity less intense than that which
it emitted when freshly mined.

Eve does not appear to have tested many different samples of lead,
but if the explanation offered by E'ster and Geitel of the high activity
of lead be correct, one should expect to find that samples of lead selected
at random from different localities would exhibit widely differing
degrees of activity.

This difference in the radioactivity of lead obtained from different
sources was recently observed by the writers while making some measure-
ments on the conductivity of air contained in metal vessels.

In these experiments the metals examined were made up into
cylinders 60 cm. long and 24 cm. in diameter, and fmm measurements
with a sensitive quadrant electrometer on the saturation current through
the air which they contained their activities were deduced.
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The experimentf were oondnctet' in a room free from any artificial

contamination from radioactire gubstance*, and in carrying them out

the cylinders were first carefully cleaned with glata paper and tlien

thorouffhly washed out with hydrocliloric acid, water, ammonia, and otlivl

alcohol and finally before making the measurements, air filtered through

glass and cotton wool was blown through each of them for fifteen or

twenty minutes. The results obtained with the different metals ex-

amined are contained in Table I.

Table I.

1
1 d REMARK3.

1.85 a ThlR Mmple wu taken from a sheet of
lead which had been used as a lininK in a
case Installed in the University over
twenty-eight years ago.

i^. 2.2S leo Commercial Enslish sheet lead obtained
from the lead works at Toronto.

Lead. I 4S 87 Commercial Enslish sheet lead selected
from a ditferent shipment from No. 2.

Lewi. 1.8S 78 This sample was obtained from a sheet
rolled from an old pipe which had W,n
used as a drain for 25 or 30 years, and was
afterwards melted down.

Lead. 1 80 34 Rolled from a pis of lead recently re-
ceived from the smelter at Trail, B.C.,
Canada.

Lead. 1.80 65 Rolled from English pig lead; Quirk
and Bartons.

Lead. 1.80 ei Rolled from English pig lead. Cook-
son'a.

8 z:nc. 1.62 15 Commercial sheet zinc.

9 Alaminium. .41 16 Commercial sheet aluminium.

From this table it will be seen that the values of "q" for

aluminum and zinc are somewhat less than those found by Eve for this

constant with the Fame metals. They are, however, in good agreement
with H. L. Cooke's corrected value "q"=13.6 given by Eve for air

confined in a well cleaned brass vessel.

The values found for " q " in the experiments with lead cylinders,

as will be seen ft ;he table, range from 23 to 160 iona per cc. per

!'
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Mcond. The lowMt ralue, i3, tu obtained with the lead which bad

been in the laboratory between twentj -fire and thirty yean, and had

probably been i very much lonr^r time ^way from the mine. With tLe

cylinder No. 4, which waa tau'l' ivor an old drain pipe, the ralue of

" q " WM found to be 78, a •omer'.M.t higher valne than that obtained

with Xo. 1. Although both of theee cylinden were made of cor T>ara-

tively old lead it ia highly probable that Xo. 4, from the natui. of ita

uie had become contaminated with some active eubatance. It may
poMibly too have poaaeiwed a higher activity than No. 1 when originally

mmed.

With cylinder No. 5 the value obtained for " q " waa 34 ions pet

CO. per second. This lead, we have reason to believe, was mined not

more than two or three years ago, and under the circumstances might

have been expected to show a much higher act? 'tv. Its activif how-

rver, was practically the same as that of No. 3, w.iich was sel i at

random from a commercial sheet of lead which probably 'lad beer the

market for some yean.

Cylinders No. 6 and Xo. 7 possessed a moderate a^uvi'.y compared

with the others of the same metal. T? - "luiiilter i- . -na per cc.

generated in air per second with them bei' .3 and 61 icspectively.

With cylinder I.e. 2, the greatest ionization was obtamed, the value

of "q" in this case being 160 ions per cc. per second.

This cylinder was treated precisely the same as the others, but on

account of its high activity special measurements were made with it in

order to investigate more fully the character of the radiation wLich it

emitted.

Measurements on the radiation from this cylinder showed it to be

in great measure an easily absorbed one. Wlien aluminum linings

0."3 mm. thick were inserted in cylinders Xo. 1 and No. 2, and Xo. 3

and measurements made on their saturation currents tV ^ values of " q
"

were found to be 12.0, 13.3, and 14.4, respectively. These numbers it

will be seen, are slightly lower than those found for aluminium alone,

which is exactly as one would expect owing to the absorption of the

penetrating rays from the earth by the lead. The value for " q " 13.3

found for No. 2 is slightly greater than that " q "=12 given by No. 1,

although, this lead cylinder was 3.23 mm. thick, while Xo. 1 was ouly

1.85. This would seem to indicate the existence of a slight penetrating

type of radiation issuing from No. 2 which was absent from cylinder

No. 1.

A second series of measurements was made with cyV ider No. 2 to

investigate the distribution of the substance which was the cause of its

high activity. Headings were taken on the saturation curict first with

M
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the lead cylinder entirely unscreened, then with the one half of the cylin-
drical surface screened internally with aluminium 0.73 mm. thit , and
fnally with the whole of the inner cylindrical surface covered with the
aluminium.

The values are given in Table II.

Table II.

• .

Cylinder No. 2.

Uompletely unscreened

One-half inner cylindrical surface acreened

AH inner cylindrical surface screened

64.0

32.4

9.87

22.2

22.57

and from them it will be seen that the decrease in conductivity was the
same for each half of the cylindrical surface. This goes to show that
the radioactive impurity in the lead was uniformly distributed over its
surface. It was also very probably distributed in a uniform manner
throughout the mass of the cylinder as repeated scourings with glass
paper failed to remove it. In this connection it is of interest to «iote
that during the last six months, measurements have been repeatedly
made on the conductivity of air confined in this cylinder, but during
that period no indication of a falling off in the intensity of the radiation
from it has been observed.

From the foregoing results it is abundantly evident that the high
activity of lead which has from time to time been recorded by a number
of observers can not he ascribed to any intrinsic property of the metal,
but must be connected with the existence in it, in amounts varying with
different specimens, of some foreign body of considerable activity.

The low value obtained for the conductivity of air enclosed in
cylinder No. 1 sufigested the possibility that the difference between the
reading for this cylinder and that obtained with the aluminium cylinder
No. 9 was due entirely to a difference in the secortdary rays owitwl in

the two metals by the penetrating radiation from the earth. With the
object. of clearing up this point observations are still being made witli

the cylinders, and from results obtained already, it would seem that,
apart from active impurities, differences in the secondary radiation will
stiflice to explain the differences in conductivity obtained with air con-
fined in vessels made of different metals.






